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Executive summary
The Tourism Sector has an ambition to better manage and use it’s data to support 
decision making at the national, regional and local levels. A Tourism Sector data 
system is required that is sustainable and dynamic, and serves a wide variety of 
public and private organisations. To this end, a Data Hui was called for by the 
Minister on Thursday, 17th October in Wellington. This document captures the day 
on the 17th of October in chronological order along with an appendix containing the 
opportunities/solutions and next steps canvases.

Invitations were sent to a wide range of tourism sector representatives, including 
industry, central and local government, and research and data providers.  
Participants had varying experiences, backgrounds and specialties, but all had a 
common interest in seeking an improved system whereby they would be able to 
advance both their respective organisational goals and the sector in general. It 
was important that all these individuals had a voice and were able to share their 
perspective and be involved in the process. 

Prior to the hui, they received a “Conversation Starter” to provide context on ideas 
that they would like to discuss and share. This helped generate conversations and 
created a shared focus to deliver the Hui’s goals. 

At the hui, attendees were spread amongst different tables to solicit the varying 
perspectives and ideas across the diverse audience. In the morning they listened 
to a variety of speakers and through the day participated in activities with their 
industry peers. It allowed them to share and be open on addressing their needs 
and even make offers into the data system. Together, they identified opportunities 
and started talking about some of the solutions that could be used to improve the 
data system.

At the end of the hui, started talking about some of the solutions that could be 
used to improve the data system. Many participants felt that they were part of the 
process and had a say of what that system would look like. It was an enriching 
experience and aimed to ensure a stronger sense of confidence in moving 
forward, together, to the next stage in building the tourism data system.2
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Opening and setting the scene
Minister Davis & Eileen Basher
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What brought us here & next stage
Chris Roberts & Colin Lynch
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Your visualisation of what a good Tourism 
Data System might look like.
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Your picture of the future
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What does your organisation need from 
this system and why?
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What are your needs
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Stories from across New Zealand where 
data is being created, shared and used in 
different ways.
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Bus stops



Possibilities with GPS data
Adam Hutchinson, CampMate

Collaborating for better insights
Michelle Templer, Rotorua NZ

How to begin measuring your carbon footprint
Susanne Becken, Department of Conservation

The power of data in operational and  
strategic decision making
Les Morgan, Sudima

Applying design thinking to tourism challenges
Brett Holland, Creative HQ

Lessons in being a trusted third party
Drew Broadley, Data Ventures



Whats could you and your organisation 
offer to a Tourism Data system?
What could you and your organisation 
offer to a Tourism Data system?
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What you can offer
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Working in groups, identify & share 
the opportunities that exist, bridging 
between the needs & offers.
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What is the opportunity?
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Working in smaller teams, take the most 
impactful opportunities and further 
elaborate on them to build out solutions.
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What are the potential solutions
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With your table, looking back at your 
original picture, consider how might the 
solutions set us on the path forward.
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Next steps
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Closing 
Graham Budd & Iain Cossar
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Solution canvases, pages 28 – 41 
Next Steps, pages 42 – 51 
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Thank you!


